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Why Write?

• Because you’re in a publish or perish situation?

• Because you need CE credits?

• Because you want fame and fortune?

• Because you slogged through a master’s thesis and figure you 
might as well publish it?

• Because it will make your mother happy to see your name in 
print?

No, seriously...



Some Good Reasons for Writing

• To share your work

• To educate people outside of the profession 

• To promote music therapy as a credible profession

And to do this effectively, you 
need to write well!



Bad writing can...

• confuse your readers 

• annoy your readers

• bore your readers

• give the impression that you are unprofessional



Good writing can...

• inspire and excite your readers

• give other music therapists tools they understand and 
can use

• educate the public about what music therapists do

• sell music therapy to facility managers and to people 
with the financial means to support music therapy 
services

If you’re not a strong writer, do get some help.



So... What Exactly Is an Editor?

An editor is

• a person who edits material for publication or broadcasting.

~ Canadian Oxford Dictionary, 2nd edition



Managing Editor
(Sue)

Oversees the entire publishing process from the 
solicitation of manuscripts to distribution of the 
publication.



Developmental Editor
(Sue and Guylaine)

• Works with authors to bring their submissions in 
line with the expectations and standards of the 
journal.

• Oversees peer review process.



Substantive Editor
(Sue, Guylaine, and peer reviewers)

Clarifies and reorganizes a manuscript for content 
and structure.



Stylistic Editor
(English and French “copy editors”)

Clarifies meaning and enhances readability

• Eliminates jargon

• Refines the language

• Ensures coherence and flow



Copy Editor
(English and French copy editors)

• Edits for grammar, spelling, punctuation, 
sentence structure

• Ensures consistency 

• Deals with wordiness, nonparallel construction, 
poor word choice, and excessive use of passive 
voice

• Checks that numbers are accurate and that data 
in figures and tables match those in the text

• Queries the author if facts are questionable



Proofreader
(the authors, Debbie Carroll, Sue, Guylaine, 
sometimes the copy editors)

• Examines material in its final format

• Checks 

• formatting 

• inappropriate line breaks (e.g., Shaky-

amuni)

• logical positioning of text, tables, and figures, and 

• accuracy of the table of contents

And ideally, a good proofreader catches errors missed in 
earlier stages of the editing process.



Style Guides



What Is a Style Guide?

A set of standards for the writing and design of 
documents

• ensures consistency within a document and across 
multiple documents

• consists of editorial decisions not governed by grammar

Inconsistencies can distract readers and detract 
from the quality of a publication.



Which sentence is correct?

A.The music therapist could play 
piano, guitar, and flute.

B.The music therapist could play 
piano, guitar and flute.



Which sentence is correct?

A.The music therapist could play 
piano, guitar, and flute.

B.The music therapist could play 
piano, guitar and flute.



This book is dedicated to my 
parents, Ayn Rand and God.



This book is dedicated to my 
parents, Ayn Rand, and God.



House Style

• Which standard style guides are 
followed

• Which dictionaries are used
• Editorial choices that aren’t 

included in or differ from the 
above

The choices about style that each publication sets 
for itself. 



CJMT Style Sheet

The CJMT style sheet highlights the following:

• Where we differ from APA (e.g., the use of Canadian 
spelling)

• Issues that aren’t covered in APA (e.g., the differences 
in English and French conventions of style)

• APA Style issues that I felt needed clarifying or 
highlighting

• Anything that I found myself looking up frequently

CJMT style sheet

CJMT style sheet 2018-04-09.docx


Submission Guidelines

Do read the publication’s submission 
guidelines! 

If you don’t follow the publication’s 
guidelines, you significantly reduce 
your chances of having your paper 
accepted.

CJMT Submission Guidelines

CJMT Submission Guidelines rev 2017.docx


What’s APA Got To Do With It?

Let’s dive in...



APA Style encourages the 
following:

• Plain language

• Conciseness

• Clarity

• Avoidance of bias



But don’t you need passive voice to avoid 
using first person? You know... I and we?

Otherwise you lose your objectivity, right?

In General, Avoid Passive Voice



You do need to put the research in the 
foreground, not yourself, but use first person 
when it is clearer to do so.

• A protocol was developed to help music 
therapists learn songs in Chinese. (passive)

• We developed a protocol to help music 
therapists learn songs in Chinese. (active)

No!



Writing in the first person 
is okay!



(Well, perhaps not in the case of old-
fashioned publications that hold onto 

old ideas.)







A Brief Summary of Active and 
Passive Voice
• Active voice emphasizes the performer (or 

agent) of the action.
• Music can change the world.

• Passive voice emphasizes the receiver (or 
product) of the action.
• The world can be changed by music.

The passive voice can be used to shift the focus of 
a sentence.

Authors can use the passive voice to shift the 
focus of a sentence.



• The book was first published in 1910.

• The bank was robbed.

• The cookies were stolen.

Another use of passive voice is when the 
doer is unimportant or unknown:



So, passive voice has its uses, but active voice is 
usually clearer and more concise.

If your sentence seems vague or wordy, check to 
see if it’s in passive voice. Try flipping the 
sentence:

B was done by A.

A did B.



Name That Tune #1: 
Popular Passive Edition

It Was Heard by Me Through the Grapevine
• I Heard It Through the Grapevine
The Work on the Railroad Has Been Done by Me
• I’ve Been Working on the Railroad
It Is Believed by Me That I Can Fly
• I Believe I Can Fly
Bubbles Are Forever Being Blown by Me
• I’m Forever Blowing Bubbles
A Little Lamb Was Had by Mary
• Mary Had a Little Lamb
Is the Love Tonight Felt by You?
• Can You Feel The Love Tonight?
Let a Happy Face Be Put On
• Put on a Happy Face
Let Me Not Be Fenced In by You
• Don’t Fence Me In



Time to Stretch!



A Little Lamb Was Had by Mary

A little lamb was had by Mary

Had by Mary

Had by Mary

A little lamb was had by Mary

And its fleece was white as snow.



Jargon

1. words or expressions used by a particular group or 
profession (medical jargon).

2. language marked by affected or convoluted syntax, 
vocabulary, or meaning.

3. unintelligible or meaningless talk or writing; gibberish.

4. a pidgin (Chinook Jargon).

~ Canadian Oxford Dictionary, 2nd edition



Appropriate Jargon

• Medical Jargon: Abduction was done. Perfed appy evident, 
secondary hemiparesis noted. Complaints of chest pain, PQRST 
stat.

• Plain English: The patient needed to have a limb moved away 
from the midsection of their body. They have a burst appendix 
that’s infected, partial paralysis is present. An evaluation of 
the chest pain will be done immediately.

https://ayers.edu/medical-jargon-appropriate-use-with-patients

https://ayers.edu/medical-jargon-appropriate-use-with-patients


Avoid Pretentiousness

The purpose of this 
investigation was to 
articulate the interface 
between embodied 
cognition theory and sound-
based therapeutic 
expressive processes. 

The purpose of this study was to describe where 
embodied cognition theory and music therapy meet and 
interact.



Avoid Long Adjective–Noun Strings

High-functioning mentally challenged semi-independent 
adult group home residents completed an arts-based 
behavioural–analytic social competence scale.

The participants were adults with mental challenges who 
were high functioning and lived semi-independently in a 
group home. To measure their social competence, we had 
them complete a scale that was based on behavioural–
analytic theory and included music therapy activities.



But I allowed this in an edit:

• The researchers used a single-session 
randomized two-group posttest-only design.



Avoid Wordy Phrases

have a need for

• need

in close proximity

• near, nearby, close

is cognizant of

• is aware of, knows

in conjunction with

• with



(An aside: It’s okay to use the “singular they”)

If a client believes the therapist’s goals are congruent with 
their own, the client is likely to do better in therapy.



(An aside: It’s okay to use the “singular they”)

If a client believes the therapist’s goals are congruent with 
their own, the client is likely to do better in therapy.

• Using their doesn’t agree in number, but using his (as 
was done in the past) doesn’t agree in gender. 

• But his or her and he or she are now considered to be 
wordy and awkward. 

• Use their rather than his or her. Use they rather than he 
or she.

• This is not a new thing but rather a return to common 
sense after a period of pedantry.

Note that it is better to recast the sentence if possible, but 
often that makes things even more awkward. 



Don’t use sesquipedalian* words...

utilize

• use

peruse

• read

orientate

• orient

finalize

• complete, finish

* long and ponderous; having many syllables



And be sure you understand 
the words you are using.

The client was enervated by the choice of music she really liked.

Oops! That should be energized.

A profligate output of work has been published on the topic.

Oops! That should be prolific.

Mary Musictherapist undertook a simplistic approach to music 
therapy with her new client.

Oops! That should be simple.



Name That Tune #2: 
Pretentious Christmas Edition

Listen, the Winged Heavenly Messengers Are Proclaiming 
Tunefully
Hark, the Herald Angels Sing
Exuberance Directed to the Planet
Joy to the World
The Diminutive Male Percussionist
Little Drummer Boy
Do You Perceive the Same Longitudinal Pressure That Stimulates 
My Auditory Sense Organs?
Do You Hear What I Hear?
Decorate the Vestibules
Deck the Halls
Our Fervent Hope Is That You Thoroughly Enjoy Your Yuletide 
Season
We Wish You a Merry Christmas



Avoid Nonparallel Constructions 
in Sentences and Lists



What Is Parallel Structure?

• The use of the same pattern of words to show that two or 

more ideas have the same level of importance

• Can happen at the word, phrase, or clause level

• Usually involves the use of coordinating conjunctions such as 
"and" or "or."

https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/general_writing/mechanics/parallel_structure.html

https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/general_writing/mechanics/parallel_structure.html


Parallel Structure: Words and 
Phrases 

The music therapist was cheerful, creative, and treated her 
clients with respect.

• The music therapist was cheerful, creative, and respectful.

The manager said she was an excellent worker because she 
played appropriate music for the residents, responded to them 
with empathy and respect, and her enthusiasm was contagious.

• The manager said she was an excellent worker because she 
played appropriate music for all the residents, responded to 
them with empathy and respect, and performed her job with 
contagious enthusiasm.



Lists After a Colon

The dictionary can be used to find these:

• word meanings,

• pronunciations,

• correct spellings, and

• looking up irregular verbs.

The dictionary can be used to find these:

• word meanings,

• pronunciations,

• correct spellings, and

• irregular verbs.



Craft Your Tables and 
Figures Well

• Don’t use tables and figures if you don’t need 
them.

• Conversely, do use them if they help make the 
text clearer (especially when there are a lot of 
numbers).

Readers tend to scan the tables and figures first. 

Take care with their construction!



The Details
• Did you provide a title for your table and a caption for 

your figures?

• Are all elements labelled?

• If a graph, have you indicated the magnitude, scale, and 
direction of the grid elements?

• Is everything as simple and clear as possible?

• Have you numbered your tables and your figures 
consecutively, and do these match what you have in your 
text?

• Does all the information in your table or figure match 
what you have written in the text?

• Make sure your numbers add up!



The Right Graph for the Job

A bar graph is good for visually 
comparing values across categories.

A line graph is good for showing 
results over time.

A pie chart is good for showing 
proportions of a whole.



Common Errors



The Missing Serial Comma
• Piano, guitar, and flute

• Ensure that your article includes an abstract, 
keywords, titles for your tables, and captions 
for your figures. 

• Parallelism can clarify meanings, emphasize 
ideas or relationships between ideas, and 
organize complicated sentences so that they 
don’t become confusing.



Capitals
APA uses the “down style” of capitalization.

• Do not capitalize the terms music therapy or music 
therapist. 

• Do not capitalize music therapy methods or 
techniques.

• analytic music therapy, neurologic music therapy, 
community music therapy

• Exception: the Bonny Method of Guided Imagery and 
Music



• Do not capitalize the written-out forms of acronyms 
and initialisms unless they are proper nouns. 

• NMT = neurologic music therapy, not Neurologic Music 
Therapy

• But NATO = North Atlantic Treaty Organization



Italics 
• Do not italicize large sections of text.

• Carefully observe the use of italics in statistical 
results and reference lists.

• Avoid using italics for emphasis. It’s better to 
reword your sentence.



Numbers

APA and others:

• one through nine 

• 10 and above

Chicago and others:

• one through ninety-nine

• 100 and above

... and many exceptions to the above! It is impossible to be 
100% consistent with numbers 100% of the time. No editor 
will fault you for not getting the exceptions straight.



Quotation Marks

• Be sparing in your use of quotation marks.

• Use double quotation marks for direct quotes; 
use single quotation marks only for quotes 
within quotes.



The original sentence on an instruction sheet: 

• You will be asked to improvise on the piano until I 
say “enough,” at which point you are done.

Your quotation:

• The instruction sheet I gave the participants stated 
the following: “You will be asked to improvise on 
the piano until I say ‘enough,’ at which point you 
are done.”



A Special Note About 
Quotations and Punctuation

• Unless you are writing for a British publication, 
periods and commas go inside the quotation 
marks.

• They replied, “It just doesn’t make sense to 
me.”

• This is the case even with a single word.

• Several people at the presentation, upon 
hearing this, muttered a single word—
“unbelievable.”



But Question Marks and Colons 
Are Different

These go outside the quotation marks...

sometimes.

• According to the music camp director, the 
following items are “absolutely essential”: a 
music stand, a metronome, and a pencil for 
marking your music.



Did he often say, “I’m not at home”?

BUT...

He was known to ask repeatedly, “When can I go 
home?”



References
What a pain!

• Yes, formatting references is fiddly work. 
• If in doubt about what information to include, provide 

more rather than less–your editor can weed out what 
isn’t needed.

• Use Chapter 7 of the manual to guide you. (I do.)
• Contact the APA Style experts for help if needed.



References
JOURNAL 
ARTICLES

Author, A. A., Author, B. B., & Author, C. C. (year). Title of 
article. Title of Periodical, xx(x), xx–xx. doi:xx.xxxxxxx

BOOKS Author, A. A. (year). Title of work. Location: Publisher. 

Pay attention to
• Roman and italic type
• Capitalization
• Periods and commas

If the reference has a DOI, use it! 

The more you get right, the better the chances are that your 
editor will catch the rest. (Even editors miss a few of the 
details sometimes...)



Nitpicky?

• Following a style guide gives your writing clarity, 
uniformity, and credibility.

• The little details, while individually perhaps not 
that significant, add up to an easier reading 
experience for your readers.

• Like dressing properly for a job, attending to 
these details creates a professional appearance.



The Bottom Line

You want readers to enjoy what you have written 
and not flip to the next article after reading a 
paragraph or two.

You want your readers to understand what you 
have written.

You want your readers to respect you... and the 
profession.



Questions?



Resources can be found on my 
blog, which you can access via 
my website: 

www.one-L.ca

Questions? Send me an email: 

michele@one-L.ca

http://www.one-l.ca/
mailto:michele@one-L.ca

